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S A M P L E  I N T E R V I E W  Q U E S T I O N S

Encountering Angels
True Stories of How They Touch Our Lives Every Day

by Judith MacNutt 

  1.  Your book Encountering Angels shares true-life stories of angelic encounters 
from all across the globe. Why do you have such a passion for collecting and 
sharing these stories?

  2.  When somebody narrowly escapes a dangerous situation, it’s not  
uncommon to hear them say something about a guardian angel watching over 
them. What’s the history behind the idea of being protected by a guardian 
angel?

  3. Why are guardian angels especially active in the lives of children?

  4.  Can you share one of the stories from your book where a guardian angel  
intervenes on behalf of a child?

  5.  In the book you talk about God assigning angels to strengthen, encourage and 
give comfort. What are some of the ways angels communicate God’s  
tremendous love to the hurting?

  6.  When we read the Bible, we see that God sometimes employs messenger 
angels to deliver important messages to people. Are messenger angels still at 
work in our world today?

  7.  We often hear stories of people encountering angels when they are near death. 
What does God send these angels to do?

  8.  After reading the angelic encounters in your new book, I think many will 
wonder if they’ve ever encountered an angel. Are there any commonalities 
among these experiences or any way they can identify that they truly did  
encounter an angel?

  9. Have you ever had a personal encounter with what you thought was an angel?

10.  When readers finish Encountering Angels, how do you hope it has encouraged 
them?

11.  Where can the listeners go on the Web to find out more about your new 
book?
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